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Abstract

Cape Town’s District Six stands as a site representative of the physical and social erasure and racial division seen in the spatial politics of apartheid South Africa. From 1966-1978, residents were forcibly removed from the area. Then and now, infrastructures have marginalized and isolated these past residents from the city.

In response to this complex history, this project explores the role of agency in architecture. This thesis argues that architecture when conceived through the agencies of mobility, voice and view, can empower people to regain control of their physical, cultural and socio-political identities.

Exploring these agencies, this project endeavours to make visible and empower the residents by re-conceptualizing the infrastructure of the train under the following lens: the train line as a spatial connector and claim to the city (mobility); train stations as township cultural centers (voice); and the train car as a mobile vessel for public programming (view).
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Fig. 2 Man sleeping on the grass in the Company’s Garden during my trip to Cape Town in February 2019.
Introduction

Over twenty years have passed since the end of apartheid in South Africa and now more than ever, the spatial politics of erasure, segregation and division are highly visible in both the physical and social landscape, still adversely affecting black and coloured populations. In 2018, World Bank declared South Africa to be the most unequal country in the world. Because of its unique history in relation to the physical uprooting and relocation of people during apartheid as a form of spatial control, District Six is one of the most compelling sites within which to examine the complexities and contradictions of this newly emerging urban environment of Cape Town.

Situated directly adjacent to the Cape Town City Center, between Table Mountain and Table Bay, District Six has been a site with a contentious and complex historical urban and social fabric that is largely tied to claims regarding the rights to the land. Prior to the forced removals during the apartheid era, District Six housed a community of over 60,000 multicultural residents, including indigenous Xhosa Bantu, and Indian, Chinese,
Fig. 4 District Six, now called 'Zonnebloem', is represented by the yellow pin. A fundamental space in the Cape Town city center.
Malay, Jewish and European immigrants.²

With the discovery of minerals towards the beginning of the twentieth century, new town planning measures were put in place by the English Empire in order to alter the social, economic and physical structure of the city.³ The extremely dense and heterogeneous urban fabric of District Six complicated the desire for a segregated social-spatial order by attributing immoral behavior, values, customs and issues with health, hygiene and the spread of disease to the mixture of color in these congested areas.⁴ The English feared that this spatial and cultural disorder would ultimately lead to a loss of self.⁵ In his book “Building Apartheid: On Architecture and Order in Imperial Cape Town,” Nic Coetzer explains “identity is not an essence but is formed through relationships with others; the self is formed by the other, or rather the self is formed not only by what it is, but by what it is not.”⁶ For the English Empire, the fear of loss of self was threatened by the racial identity of the other, in which civilization, clear ethnic and racial boundaries, the demoralization of white people and the loss of power were at great risk.⁷

With apartheid beginning in 1948, District Six became a primary target of spatial control. The implementation of the Group Areas Act of 1950 was the beginning of the forced removal of people, and the demolition and erasure of homes and communities from the site. Defined as a ‘whites only area,’ the new development of racially specific areas was meant to control the presence of black and colored people in the city, as well as give way for the development of culturally homogenous white spaces which would transform the urban fabric into a ‘complete’ city of modern progress.⁸ From 1966 onwards, people were removed from District Six and forced to live in townships far outside the Cape Town City Center.⁹ Black residents were sent to the townships of Langa and Guguletu, while colored residents were sent to the townships of Manenberg, Bonteheuwel, Heideveld, Hanover Park and Mitchells Plain.¹⁰

Today, District Six and its related townships stand
Fig. 5 District Six and its connected townships of Langa, Guguletu, Manenberg, Bonteheuwel, Heideveld, Hanover Park and Mitchells Plain depicted with yellow pins.
as physical and social scars on the urban landscape of Cape Town. The deployment of urban infrastructures such as the train, highways, land buffer zones and town planning strategies were deliberately used and continue to act to monitor, control and divide the black and colored populations from themselves and ultimately the white city center. In a sense, District Six was literally and figuratively broken into pieces and redistributed. The separation of resettled townships from the city center has continued through the control of transportation systems and internal planning—a key issue that currently contributes to the continued isolation and social inequality that has become so prevalent in the city. These implicit and explicit forms of control have allowed the unjust violations of apartheid to continue by imposing limitations to the agencies of mobility, voice and view. As such, District Six can no longer be thought of as a singular site, but rather a fragmented diaspora of what it once was.

In response to this complex set of interwoven circumstances, this architectural proposal explores the role of agency in architecture. This project set out to make visible and empower the residents of the townships to restore the three agencies of mobility, voice and view by re-imagining and redesigning the infrastructure of the train under the following lens: a new, elevated train line as a spatial connection and claim to the land and landscape of the city (mobility); train stations as re-envisioned township cultural centers (voice); and the train car as both a mobile vessel and low-rent facility for offices, public services and vendors (view). This thesis argues that architecture when conceived through these three fundamental agencies, can empower people to regain control of their physical, cultural and socio-political identities.

The three agencies of this architectural project are unified through a series of tapestries that are continuously generated by data from the residents of each township above the train stations. In this process, the train car acts as a data collection tool, using WIFI to download data from station to station. Volunteered information from those riding the train such as personal
thoughts, news, images, community forums and discussions are uploaded to the train station where the data is transformed into a physical tapestry made of coloured and luminescent strings. Within the townships, a series of infrastructural ‘needles’ are placed which similarly collect data from the residents, as well as provide the strings which stretch in the air above the landscape and converge at the train stations to generate the tapestry.

On the original site of District Six, a station on the historical and central Hanover Street provides a final point for the strings from the townships to arrive to. The strings are fed to needles placed within the site. These needles collect the strings and generate a new fabric which covers the existing landscape of District Six.
Chapter One
The Story of Cape Town’s District Six

Paradise
Here, around me
they destroy my city.
District Six,
they dismantle you
— stone by stone —
rock of my history

Eventually they
started Silvertree
which organised the
youth sport like
rugby and soccer and
whatever… Most of
our games was on the
Common.”

ry strange, but true. They were facing
tiptoe behind them, they all turned
ring. I actually cried. As if they wanted
If that was a pigeon, imagine how we
moved us out of our homes. But I
em. We forgive them for what they did

Location Fires
Beneath my eyelids
the landscape is heavy
the people are buried in ground:

with rapacious lust
the beauty of districts
seven steps
where gladiators past
and flowers flourish
in fields of filth
familiar landscapes
now grey ghosts
in once hallowed places
and no parents or where the
they didn’t daunt have like to

My remaining sister married and
also married and left. One did not
None of us went in the same direction.
grown-up and qualified and went to
Christian family in Grassy Park and
uprooting the way I had. Although
I existed alone with my memories in
a separate area set aside for my
parents, I refuse to forget the past but the voices caught
the house where I was hiding, moved
into the lounge with its stereophonic
with its refrigerator and electric stove
into my secluded bed-sitting-room.

“They have done this terrible thing to
see. They have taken your past away.

Act that moved you from town?”
talk about it to me. I will cry. I will cry all over again.
I they chuck out Cape Town. My whole life
is in me, in all the people. What they took away they
ive it back we won’t take it. It won’t never be the

So I went to see.

Fig. 6 Achmat Dangor, (1983) ‘Paradise,’ in Bulldozer, Johannesburg: Raven Press, 3.
Fig. 7 Video Still, District Six prior to the forced removals and site erasure. Please watch: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2qgRX9RDs
The city of Cape Town has undergone many shifting planning and political ideologies since its first permanent settlement by the Dutch in 1652. Originally inhabited by indigenous Khoisan Pastoralists, the arrival of European ships to Cape Town created an entirely new landscape meant to service the commercial trade of the Dutch East India Company. Cape Town provided land and resources for clean water, gardens for growing food and farming and materials for building a fort to house its military headquarters, offices, bank, post office and church. The continued urban development of Cape Town saw with it the expansion of the city and immigration of people from different parts of the world to areas such as District Six.

In 1806, Cape Town came under British rule largely due to the discovery of diamonds, gold and other minerals in Johannesburg. The mineral revolution quickly became a motivating force for economic and demographic change as rapid industrialization and urbanization created strain on the town’s resources. By 1892 the English had begun changing the urban strategy by initiating municipal reforms, such as installing water-borne sewage, paving roads, covering over open canals and the building of steel structure Victorian style buildings. The new town planning measures put in place by the English Empire were meant to order and alter the social, economic and physical structure of the city.

The multicultural population, extremely dense laissez-faire development, hastily constructed speculative housing and lack of an overarching urban plan in District Six complicated the English desire for progress, reform and a social-spatial order. With them, the English brought the inherent belief of the superiority of British civilization and their duty to spread it throughout the world. Central to this belief was the idea of the “native question,” in which the races of white, colored and native populations each had determined places in society. Furthermore, it was the duty of the white race to infuse natives with Christianity and civilization so that they might be reformed and emerge from barbarism. These beliefs proliferated policies of
Fig. 8 Photographs depicting daily life and the conditions of District Six prior to the forced removals, taken by the South-African photographer Jansje Wissema.

https://digitalcollections.lib.uct.ac.za/jansje-wissema
control and the creation of hierarchies of culture and political economy in Cape Town, and more specifically had profound effects on the people and spaces of District Six.24

The Influence of the Garden City Movement

The English desire for social-spatial order in Cape Town can be linked to the ideology of the Garden City Movement which saw a return to the virtues of labor and handcraft after the ravages of the Industrial Revolution.25 In England, the Industrial Revolution was seen to threaten the mythology of rural England through factories and mindless production that defiled the land and those who worked in these spaces.26 The architectural condition of the city as a place of civic pride and engagement was now viewed as a ‘slum,’ characterized by shame, demoralizing darkness and danger.27

During this time, social Darwinism prompted the idea that the working class was genetically prone to degeneracy and happy to occupy ‘slums,’ but that an alteration to the physical environment had the potential to manage, socialize and supervise these individuals and improve their physical, spiritual and moral health.28 To achieve these goals, city planners such as Ebenezer Howard proposed the idea of a space that would balance the benefits of the town and country.29 By buying cheap land outside the city and creating new community areas, the overcrowding, poor conditions and poor resources seen in the city center would be eliminated. Furthermore, these areas would allow for funding for improvements and infrastructural upgrades while simultaneously eliminating and collapsing the value of rental spaces in the inner city.30

Fundamental to this Garden City ideology was the notion that each individual had a role to play in a carefully structured society, creating a sense of mutual responsibility and obligation.31 By recreating the physical structure of the city, inhabitants would be incited to be their better selves, perform their assigned roles and contribute to a settled and organized community.32
Fig. 9 Excerpt from Richard Rive, Buckingham Palace District Six, 1986, 72-80.
"where are the tongues of flame
to lick and conquer the dark"

In answer the black body
of the sky rears up
loud with roaring
voices of the stars

They had taken our past away and left a past that had destroyed our community and left dust and sand. They had done all this for their own selfish ends. They had sought to regulate our present and future. And as I stood there I was overcome by all of it. And I asked aloud, ‘What is the political right to take away a people’s past? What is the answer on that day when they have to accept that the past will not be forgotten.’ The south-east wind of accusation and retribution into all the places where people had been driven, into the matching streetlights and the concrete slabs of Bontehuwel and the bleak Flats whispering, and the landscape’s flattened silence and intolerance have done to them. And I was there and their children’s children because it means that we can never be the same.

Few people were living in the few houses which still remained on the lunar landscape. There remained were people who would not move.

Death Survey

In Cape Town, areas such as District Six were seen to be contradictory to the ideals and town planning focus of the Garden City Movement. With the lack of focus on disposition, grouping of structures, the width and arrangement of the street, the area and proportion of squares and open spaces and the beauty and comfort of parks and gardens, District Six contradicted the English aesthetic sensibility and desire for visual order, and prevented the transference of recognizable English forms in the architecture of the city. For the visual order of the city to be made apparent, the unruly subjects such as those seen in District Six, would need to be brought in line with eradication of the ‘slum’ condition.

At this time, the unsightly ‘slum’ incited notions of the body as a disease or blemish that was in need of surgical incision, referencing the unsightly structures and proximity of the racial and social other that needed to be removed. Structures that contained corrugated iron were labelled as ugly, and began to conflate the visual appearance, materiality and physicality with the social and racial otherness of those in District Six. The English also ascribed an animal status to the ‘slum dwellers’ of District Six by describing their spaces as ‘hovels’ like the dens and kennels of animals such as rats. Like the social Darwinism that prompted ideas about the working class in England, the native and colored populations of District Six were thought to be prone to living in these congested and overcrowded conditions as they were naturally unable to live in order. ‘Hovels’ were further conflated with a particular kind of unfathomable person or degenerate as high density living became akin to skin color, language and dress. Seen as racially inferior, the designation of these individuals as animal-like created the idea of a condition that needed to be controlled and eradicated. To add to this notion, fears of miscegenation through contact and the interracial mixing of people complicated the English desire for a social-spatial order as the loss of racial identity and clear ethnic boundaries was a cause of social degradation for all. The ‘slum’ of District Six threatened the English notion of the loss of self and civilization as it was ascribed as a location of ‘otherness.’ By stigmatizing and devaluing the site,
Fig. 11 A map of Langa Township layout from 1923 in Nicholas Coetzer, Building Apartheid: On Architecture and Order in Imperial Cape Town. Surrey: Ashgate, 2013, 195.
both inhabitants and buildings were opened up to the possibility of forced removal, a thought which would later become reality.43

**The Case of Langa Township**

During apartheid, some black residents of District Six were moved to an area eight kilometers outside the city center known as Langa Township. Langa stands as a result of the spatial strategies of the Garden City Movement which imagined the area as a ‘native village.’ This village would save and uplift the working class of black and colored residents from the temptations of the city.44

At the time, the township included administrative quarters, a hospital, school, police station, shops and different living quarters to house both married and single residents.45 Its formal and orthogonal civic and commercial axis, flanked by the train station on the perimeter of the township, created highly organized and separate areas for different groups of people.46 In addition, the rigid masterplan of the site emulated the panoptic surveillance systems of prisons seen in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.47

This apartheid strategy of spatial control has continued to exclude the residents of Langa and the other townships of Guguletu, Manenberg, Bonteheuwel, Heideveld, Hanover Park and Mitchells Plain from the space of the Cape Town city center. The forced removal of the residents from District Six and the subsequent spatial strategies of the townships contributed to erasing three critical agencies of these individuals—their mobility, voice and view. Erasure in this sense acts as a lens in which to examine, interrogate and propose ideas for how to restore these three agencies.
Chapter Two
The Erasure of District Six

Fig. 12 Excerpt from Richard Rive, Buckingham Palace District Six, 1986, 72-80.
Fig. 13 Video Still, the beginning of the erasure of District Six.
During the nineteenth century, District Six became a fundamental part of the urban fabric of Cape Town. The discovery of gold and diamonds in Johannesburg brought people from all corners of the globe including Eastern and Northern Europe, India, China and Australia. The close proximity of District Six to public services, employment opportunities, local industries and the dock provided the perfect location for these residents to live. A sense of community also evolved in this place with the development of shops, schools, places of worship and community facilities.

However, as the space became more populated, congestion and overcrowding started to become an issue. Problems with sanitation, drainage, disease and increasing rent rates, a shortage of housing and low wages adversely affected the living conditions of the residents. For the apartheid government, District Six was seen as a site that needed to be cleared and redeveloped. In 1950, the Group Areas Act designated District Six as a ‘whites only area,’ and by 1969, 18,000 residents had been removed and sent to live in the townships. By 1976, after multiple attempts to redevelop the area, 2/3 of residents had been removed and multiple residences and buildings had been demolished. By 1978, a total of 60,000 residents had been forcibly removed from the space of District Six.

The forced removal and relocation of residents from District Six and the demolition of residences and buildings was part of an instrument of control and humiliation used in apartheid spatial politics. The apartheid government similarly introduced many other spatially motivated tactics having to do with the control of borders including racially discriminatory laws, administrative boards, a commission of inquiry, town planning schemes, health regulations, pass books, spot fines, location permits and police raids. Furthermore, places such as registration offices, health clinics, post offices, recruitment bureaus, hostels, servant rooms, police cells, court rooms, park benches and beer halls all became sites of regulation and surveillance.

In the relocated townships, races were
Fig. 14 Jansje Wissema photos with an erased element and stitched outline.
consolidated in their own independent residential areas.\textsuperscript{59} Separated by natural barriers such as rivers and edges such as highways, rail and open space, these individuals were not permitted to cross from one residential area to another.\textsuperscript{60} The aim of these borders were not only to set these racial groups apart, but to control and regulate these bodies in terms of movement, occupation and labor.\textsuperscript{61}

The contradictions of apartheid were evident in the notion that black and colored bodies were not a legitimate part of the city, but were necessary for the labor to create and sustain it.\textsuperscript{62} This tactic affirmed to these people the temporary status of their occupation in the city space as coming into the city always involved a return to space outside its formal limits. Then and now, the relationship of the past residents to the city center is one in which the act of travelling to and from the city is a daily re-enactment of the forced removals, and one which reinforces their lack of claim to its land.

\section*{The Influence of the Garden City Movement}

The city that emerged under the Group Areas Act of 1950 was one that reflects the attempted erasure of its black and colored inhabitants. Ideas of both ‘land’ and ‘landscape’ provide further understanding of the repercussions of apartheid spatial politics and the types of erasures that occurred. In Jennifer Beningfield’s book “The Frightened Land,” she describes ‘landscape’ as spaces, buildings and land that are embedded with economic, political, cultural, physical and spatial practices that impact and are impacted by the bodies of its inhabitants and that act as a way of seeing and communicating meaning.\textsuperscript{63} In comparison, ‘land’ is a space of inhabitation that is not dependent on representation, but instead reflects a direct and unmediated interaction with aspects of the natural world.\textsuperscript{64}

Thinking about District Six in the context of these definitions, the displacement of people from
Fig. 15 Video Still, the continued erasure of District Six.
their spaces of inhabitation transformed these physical spaces, erasing physical traces of their occupation as well as the cultural, social and economic meaning of the former landscape.\textsuperscript{65} Through the removal of people and space over time, the movement, interaction, exchange and spaces that reflected cultural identity of the inhabitants of District Six changed. Once understood at a human scale, the inherently large scale of the emptiness of the land was now void of meaning.

Within the townships, the displacement of people to the barren, infertile and undifferentiated land of the townships created a feeling of homelessness in which residents mourned the loss of the community and place of District Six.\textsuperscript{66} Through a lack of cultivation of place and familiar landscapes, as well as the disconnection from the presence of the site, the past residents of District Six and their next generation will continue to lack a sense of home and a feeling of belonging.\textsuperscript{67}

Present day, the original site of District Six exists as empty canvas, a reminder of the potential possibilities...
Fig. 17 Video Still, District Six erased.
for the urban landscape of Cape Town. Many large, expansive spaces remain barren, while others have been built upon. The Cape Technikon, originally a whites-only technical university, was built in the 1980’s as an oversized space in order to cover as much land as possible, and continues to stand in the center of District Six as a reminder of the apartheid era, and as a physical divider of the spaces that remain.\textsuperscript{68} Other various businesses remain condensed on the edge of the district, ultimately working to serve the city outside of it. Within District Six many roads, lanes and homes have been erased, with some trace scars visible, showing what has been lost. Overall, District Six stands as a fragmented landscape, bearing traces of its complex and multi-layered history.

\textbf{Restitution Rights}

Through the years since apartheid, there have been many different claims over the rights to District Six. In 1994, The Restitution of Land Rights Act 22 addressed claims based on the dispossession after the passing of the Land Act of 1913. The aims of the act are as follows:

1. To promote justice in respect of all victims of dispossession of land rights as a result of racially discriminatory laws or practices.

2. To facilitate negotiated settlements, bringing together all stakeholders in matters related to land claims.

3. To foster and nurture a spirit of reconciliation through the restitution process among those who use the land and within the nation at large.\textsuperscript{69}

This act, which allows for different types of compensation of the land, is mainly interested in its restoration:

- Restoration of the land from which claimants were dispossessed
- Provisions of alternative land
- Payment of compensation
- Alternative relief including a combination of the above mentioned, sharing of the land or budgetary assistance such as services and infrastructure development; or
- Priority access to state resources with regard to housing and land development programs\textsuperscript{70}

Even with The Restitution of Land Rights Act 22,
... There were no playgrounds in District Six and the streets were our playgrounds. The streets were safe. The boys were on their own, boys are always boys.

Few people were living in the few buildings and houses which still remained on the lunar landscape. Some of those who remained were people who would not move. Others were those and the concrete stubs of Bonteheuwel and M宽敞镇. And the people on the bleak Flats whisper and remember what greed and intolerance have done to them. And they tell their children and their children's children because it must never be forgotten.

And Sunday afternoon over everything. The few, their loneliness, the same threats of removal, and p bus-stops on Sir Lowry I station. And as they passe the important protest mee were passed. I myself through the streets of ce protest procession; we pas. I vividly remember one m one hand and bullets in t contempt on his face as I he want to shoot us? Wha gathered up my memorie confusion and scattered th the concrete blocks with s
there continues to be conflict over claim to the land. The officials who currently own the land and claim right by power and office are in direct dispute with the people who are claiming right by public acclaim. In 2003, work began on the construction of 24 new houses, and in 2004 Nelson Mandela handed keys to the first residents to come back to the site. Even with this positive step forward, conflict remains an ongoing issue with accusations of the state stalling the restitution process.

In the context of the erasure of District Six, The Restitution of Land Rights Act does not address what was erased from the ‘landscape’ such as the culture, history and memories of the displaced residents. Instead, it speaks to the ‘land,’ acknowledging the physical elements that were lost and the people who were displaced. In this sense, this reconciliation is limited in that it can never capture or understand the extent of what was erased. This understanding is something that can only be expressed by the past residents. To propel the residents of District Six forward, there must be steps taken towards agency, to give them the opportunity to express their own histories, identities and desires for the future.
Chapter Three
The Erasure of Agency

Paradise
Here, around me
they destroy my city.
District Six,
they dismantle you
stone by stone —
rock of my history.

Eventually they started Silvertree which organised the youth sport like rugby and soccer and whatever. . . . Most of our games was on the Common.”

“Act that moved you from town?”
Talk about it to me, I will cry. I will cry all over again.
I they chuck us out of Cape Town. My whole life it me, in all the people. What they took away they
live it back we won’t take it. It won’t never be the

My remaining sister married and also married and left. One did not
None of us went in the same dire grown-up and qualified and went to
Christian family in Grassy Park to uprooting the way I had. Although
existed alone with my memories in separate area set aside for my separate
forget the past but the voices caught
the house where I was hiding, moved
into the lounge with its stereophonic set
with its refrigerator and electric stove
into my secluded bed-sitting-room. And the voices whispered,
‘They have done this terrible thing to you, to all of you. Go and
see. They have taken your past away.’

So I went to see.
Fig. 20 Video Still, District Six in present day.
What does it mean to erase people from a city? How does it affect their bodies in relationship to movement in space? Looking at these questions within the context of District Six, the erasure of people from the site can be examined through the lens of mobility. In Michel de Certeau’s chapter Walking the City in the “Practice of Everyday Life,” he explains the process of walking as an act of agency that inherently defines the space of the city. People, he demonstrates, create spatial meaning:

*Their swarming mass is an innumerable collection of singularities. Their intertwined paths give their shape to spaces. They weave places together. In that respect, pedestrian movements form one of these “real systems who in fact makes up the city.” They are not localized; it is rather they that spatialize.*

In this sense, de Certeau argues that people are the catalyst for generating meaning in the city through the many subjective ways in which they move and interact with the spaces they inhabit. He argues that the pedestrian “transforms each spatial signifier into something else,” thus constantly changing the space and increasing the amount of possible understandings.
The subjective act of walking can be viewed as an act of agency in which each individual provides meaning, generating layers of pattern and understanding as well as complexity and contradiction to how the urban space is understood. This constant state of shifting spatial understanding creates a living urban environment which is always in transition.

Looking to District Six, Michel de Certeau’s analysis of space can provide insight when understanding how the inhabitants of District Six lost agency as the site was erased and they were removed from the city. De Certeau speaks of each individual as having an ‘intertwined path’ which ‘weaves places together,’ almost as if space can be thought of as a series of strings which make up a larger fabric. Through their mobile actions, each individual in District Six contributed to the complexity of the overall fabric, creating and generating meaning. Each resident provided a distinctive understanding of the site through the way they interacted and moved through the space of District Six as each path became imbued with choice, meaning and emotional resonance.

Through choice, individuals were able to make decisions based on why, how, when and with whom they would go to and from different spaces. Within each of these choices, there is also a sense of memory and meaning associated. Some paths may be intertwined with memories of past experiences or importance, or may generate new meanings through happenstance experiences. Similarly, each path becomes tied with emotional significance, invoking an individual experience on the body which is tied to the sound, smell, materiality of the built environment, environmental conditions, person to person interactions and mental state of the individual in that space. Mobility allowed these individuals the agency and power to constantly shape, understand and change the spatial quality of District Six, contributing to its complex and intertwined urban fabric.

As the spaces of District Six were pulled apart string by string through the erasure of the built environment and the forced removal of residents, mobile agency was similarly erased. Routes and paths, inhabitable space and intimate places of interaction,
Fig. 22 Langa Township infrastructure map, green (highways), yellow (railway), dark blue (electrical corridor), light blue (water), black line (land buffer), dark red (public space).
meaning and significance were torn and ripped from the urban fabric of District Six, making it hard to understand, interpret and use space at a human scale. The erasure of people who had the agency and power to understand, shape and change the spatial quality of the site ultimately removed the ability of the space of District Six to retain its previously rich sense of meaning that was fostered through mobile interaction.

The agency of mobility was also a target in the development of the urban planning of infrastructure in the creation of the townships. Looking at the example of Langa Township, it is evident how the infrastructural networks were and continue to be used to divide these sites from one another and ultimately the city center. On the periphery of the site, the train line, highway and land buffer zones wrap the interior community as impermeable boundaries, containing the people to these spaces and alienating them from the other townships. Within the site, wide streets and the radial building patterns of the Garden City Movement’s planning strategies create a panoptic effect in which citizens are under continuous control and surveillance. Mobility in relation to the city at large means that people not classified as white were also not allowed to participate in the life of the central city. Their existence in the city was seen as transitory as they were only allowed into these spaces temporarily for work. Then and now, the relationship of these bodies to the city center is one in which the act of travelling to and from the city is a daily re-enactment of the forced removals, and one which reinforces their lack of claim to its land. To this day, many past residents of District Six remain in the townships with the agency of mobility denied to them. They are not able to become strings in creating the complex urban fabric of the city due to their mobile alienation. The spatial politics of apartheid remain, creating physical, social and economic boundaries which remove their ability and choice to move through the city. As a result, they are not able to participate in creating a city fabric that reflects their identities, histories, understandings and claim to the space within it.
Fig. 23 Stitching with orange thread the existing train infrastructure of Bonteheuwel Township.
What kind of understanding does language provide about space? How can it give people agency within the urban environment? Within the context of District Six, language becomes a focus with which to recover and reconstruct the existence of the voices of the people. In Italo Calvino’s “Invisible Cities,” he brings forth the importance of language in his description of fifty-five fictitious cities and correspondence between the Emperor Kublai Khan and the explorer Marco Polo. For Calvino, language is a tool in which space and objects can take on various meanings. Marco Polo’s descriptions of places helps Kublai Khan to imagine these spaces and how he might inhabit or move within them. Through the description of these places and objects, they begin to take on so much meaning that just by viewing the objects, Kublai Khan is able to understand their inherent associations. Furthermore, Calvino speaks again to the significance of language in describing the complexity of memories related to space in his description of the city of ‘Euphemia’. He writes:

Fig. 24 Conceptual representation of the erasure of ‘voice.’
The others tell, each one, his tale of wolves, sisters, treasures, scabies, lovers, battles. And you know that in the long journey ahead of you, when to keep awake against the camel’s swaying or the junk’s rocking, you start summoning up your memories one by one, your wolf will become another wolf, your sister a different sister, your battle other battles, on your return from Euphemia, the city where memory is traded at every solstice and at every equinox.84

Through this description, Calvino remarks on the complexities of space as his understanding of ‘Euphemia’ and his journey changes due to multiple shared understandings and experiences of the city. By doing so, Calvino points out that cities take on layered and alternative meaning through the exchange of experiences.

Before the erasure of District Six, the agency of voice provided a complex and layered understanding of the site. Residents were able to converse and engage in conversation in daily life, sharing experiences, stories, language and music when coming together for public events, social gatherings and more intimate get togethers with friends and family. Through these exchanges, residents shared memories, history, culture and knowledge which helped to create and form their identities, as well as shape the identities of others. This sharing of voice created a sense of community, one with both a common and varied understanding of the site of District Six, creating a complex urban fabric. The physical state of voice was also present in many forms on the site, including street signs, advertisements, store fronts and written word. The forced removal of people from District Six erased the possibilities for the exchange of voice as the community was broken apart at every scale. From the more holistic view of the entire community, to neighborhoods, homes, friends and even families, the erasure of the site fragmented and tore apart the many voices which made up its multilayered fabric. By eliminating the many spoken and physical traces of voice on the site, District Six began to singularly reflect the voice of the apartheid government.

No longer tied to the physical landscape, the landscape of the mind became an important way in
Fig. 25 Stitching with black thread the existing land buffers of Mitchells Plain Township.
which to reconstruct an image of space, land, history and identity. By doing so, the land could be recovered through the imagination, conflicting with the outside, physical reality of the landscape. To combat this alternative understanding of the land, the apartheid government took three approaches. Firstly, they began to target empty space as it had the potential to be politicized, as text, memory and speech could be linked to spaces that were erased. Instead, they began building on the land, rendering these parts of the city invisible, severing the imagination, memories and possibilities expressed by the original residents. Secondly, the apartheid government targeted language through active legislation. Publications which opposed the National Party were censored, while individual movement, writing, speech, political activity and personal associations were restricted. For example, blank spaces within the printed pages of the newspapers began to appear, representing not only the absence of speech, but the removal of it. Lastly, the racial division and fragmentation of people to different townships prevented the evicted residents from coming together to share and form a collective memory and vision for the future of District Six.

Present day, voice is still an agency which many residents in the townships are not able to exercise. Many townships remain fragmented and without a unified community to express their history, memories and desires for the future. Space and representation continue to be an issue as much of the township urban fabric is a reflection of both apartheid spatial planning, which excluded and discouraged residents from forming a community, and poor infrastructure which does not provide the necessary spaces for people to come together to share memories, history and knowledge.
How does the erasure of view affect an individual’s understanding of self? What kind of agency do forms of representation such as the photograph provide in the absence of spatial evidence? In the 1970’s, during the beginning of the forced removals and demolitions, the South African photographer Jansje Wissema began to photograph the people and spaces of District Six. The photographs provide a view into the daily life of these people, documenting the unique conditions of the space. These photographs serve as a tool with which to examine the agency of ‘view.’

In Susan Sontag’s chapter ‘In Plato’s Cave’ from her book “On Photography,” she argues that photographs serve as both evidence and a record of something that happened, acting as a tool of anxiety of absence and disappearance. They claim possession of a space. More than evidence, they create specific views of the world which turn experience into a way of seeing, understanding and knowing a place. Jansje Wissema’s photographs of District Six provide a record and
Fig. 27 The erased and stitched photos posit conditions that were lost during the forced removals and erasure of the site.
They viewed these spaces. In Trevor Paglen’s *Experimental Geography: From Cultural Production to the Production of Space*, he argues that though space is something we produce and inhabit, it is also something that factors into our production, conception and expression of self. Jansje Wissema’s photos help to distill this idea, showing how the physical characteristics of the space of District Six were both defined by its residents and in turn, influenced the identities of the residents. By exercising the agency of view, residents could define their physical environment, using specific forms, marks, characteristics or symbols of their culture and way of life. Similarly, through the physical use of space, residents were able to connote specific meanings, creating a complex urban fabric and community framework.

For the residents of District Six, the erasure of the space they once knew not only eliminated their ability to create spatial meaning through the agency of view, but also contributed to their loss of identity. With the
removal of the residents to the townships, the loss of familiar landscapes of vision that were bound up with the identity of the community were severed, as access to businesses, schools and other amenities within closer proximity to the city were no longer available or no longer existed. All new representations of the landscape were meant to feel barren and infertile, giving a sense of homelessness.

Moreover, the new settlements were built to contradict the existing landscapes these residents once knew as they were depicted as negative or inverse to the spatial and cultural complexity of the previous community, creating a hierarchy of monotony. Within many of the townships today, the urban fabric for the most part is not defined by and does not reflect the view of the residents of the townships. Within these spaces, residents lack the resources and infrastructure to create and visualize a space and community that is a reflection and representation of themselves.
Fig. 28 Original District Six site model depicting barren areas in grey clay, demolished and built on areas (yellow) and untouched areas (red).
Chapter Four
Restoring Agency By Design

Fig. 29 Compiled voices of the former residents of Distict Six.
Fig. 30 Video Still, restoring agency on the original site of District Six. Please watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBkt8_9r_To
Formed in 1994, the District Six Museum was created to mobilize the masses of ex-residents and their descendants into a movement of land restitution, community development and political consciousness. The museum has become a place for the recovery and reconstruction of the social and historical existence of District Six through the voices of the people. Through the collection of memories in multiple forms including inscribed maps, photographs, street signs, written texts, oral memories, video, tapestries, quotes, public events and tours of the museum and site, the museum itself has become a catalyst for inscribing meaning, understanding and knowledge of the erased site. The approach of active remembrance sets the museum apart as a way to question the way in which knowledge is formed. By doing so, the museum and the site itself portray memory as not anchored in a nostalgic past, but rather, as sharpening insights and informing arguments on current social issues.

The approach of active remembrance in which the District Six Museum operates provides important insight...
into the way in which this architectural project might begin to engage with the legacy and memory of District Six. Similar to the role of the museum, architecture has the potential to act as a catalyst in which to further understand these layered physical realities with multiple histories, representations, imagined landscapes, traces, memory and possible future narratives.

Restoring Agency By Design

This architectural proposal set out to make visible and empower the residents of the townships to restore the three agencies of mobility, voice and view by introducing a set of dynamic elements, each connected in some way to a network of regional train lines. This transit infrastructure restores the agency of mobility, but it also supports several other elements that help to restore agencies of view and voice. The train stations as re-envisioned township cultural centers serve as meeting places for conversation, counselling and education. The train cars themselves are both a mobile vessel and low-rent facility for offices, public services and vendors. From the cars, elevated above the ground, vistas of a changing landscape are open to view.

The three agencies are further unified through an evolving tapestry that is continuously generated by data from the residents of each township above the train stations. In this process, the train car acts as a data collection tool, using WIFI to download data from station to station. People riding the trains, and those from the community, volunteer personal messages and observations, news and images. Giant sewing needles occupy the landscape, surrogate weavers that translate these messages into a canopy of colourful, woven threads.

On the original site of District Six, a station on the historical and central Hanover Street provides a singular destination for these threads from the townships. The canopy that forms over this former vibrant neighbourhood, so aggressively erased through apartheid, becomes a blueprint for a new ground-scape on the original site.
The entire dynamic infrastructure, with its myriad elements, challenges physical realities, histories, traces, memories and limitations of the existing urban landscape. As a catalyst that transverses space above the ground, the canopy is not limited to the boundaries that determine land ownership, or jurisdictional authorities that were shaped by the apartheid regime. While the existing infrastructures have worked to control, divide, limit and imprison the people in their townships, the train’s ecosystem establishes a new layer of interpretation of the landscape. It is both counterpoint and antidote to the repressive conditions on the ground, while simultaneously positing new narratives of connection, empowerment, and creativity.

The Train

The creation of a new elevated train line was chosen as a point of architectural focus because of its potential to challenge the physical realities, histories, traces, memories and limitations of the existing urban landscape. As a catalyst that transverses space above the landscape, it is not limited to the same physical boundaries of the land below that was shaped by the apartheid regime. These existing infrastructures have worked to control, divide, limit and imprison the people of the townships. By being elevated, the train instead works to create a new layer of interpretation of the landscape, challenging these existing conditions while simultaneously positing new future understandings and narratives. Furthermore, because the train is raised, its visibility acts as a symbol of the people and townships as a connected and fundamental part of the city fabric. Traditionally, on grade trains have created another physical barrier that separates people from one another. By raising the train line, new weaving opportunities are possible in the public realm.

The train is also the most economical form of transportation as it has the potential to service the largest number of people. By using a train with its multiple large cars, there is a greater possibility for various programs, uses and the interaction of people, reinforcing and creating a sense of community. Safety
has also continued to be a transportation concern in Cape Town. By including program on the train, there will always be people present to monitor, regulate and reinforce rules and appropriate behaviors in order to serve the best interests of the community.

---

**Palimpsest and Acupuncture**

William Kentridge is a South African artist who creates charcoal drawings, animations, video installations, shadow plays, mechanical puppets, tapestries, sculptures, live performance pieces and operas centered around his place as a white South African within the violent oppression, class struggle and social and political hierarchies of the apartheid and post-apartheid eras. His work serves as a precedent for both understanding and representing the complex history and future narratives of District Six.

In his work, Kentridge continually uses the artistic device of ‘palimpsest’ in which he erases, layers and recreates images to speak to the many layers of voices, history and understanding present in his art. Palimpsest provides a framework from which knowledge is constructed rather than received, understanding the world as a place meant to be understood as a process rather than a fact.104 William Kentridge’s notion of palimpsest provides a framework for this thesis. Through a similar process of using erasure, layering and recreation, multiple understandings of District Six can be posited.

The medical practice of ‘acupuncture’ also provides another precedent for thinking about District Six. Acupuncture can be defined as “a system of integrative medicine that involves pricking the skin or tissue with needles, used to alleviate pain and treat various physical, mental and emotional conditions.”105 The act of acupuncture connotes ideas of the pin as a catalyst in alleviating pain and the creation of a more positive bodily condition. When thinking about acupuncture in the context of District Six, the landscape can be reinterpreted as body. The ground similarly exhibits sites and conditions of pain and can be thought of as a
skin with multiple layers, scars and connected systems. As in acupuncture, the pin inserts itself to alleviate the pain present in the landscape.
Fig. 32 William Kentridge, Felix in Exile, 1994.
https://www.moma.org/audio/playlist/1/248
Fig. 33 Experiments with palimpsest and acupuncture in the landscape of Langa Township.
Death Survey

[Extract]
cruel
even screams don’t come in a dream like this
why
this bloody bulldozer had done a good job and its teeth
dripped blood;
bricks-pillars-hunks-of-concrete-zincs-broken-steps-doors-
broken-glasses-crooked window-panes-broken-flower-
pots-planks-twisted-shoes

lay all over the show
like a complete story,
i ran
my toes bleeding
and i held my heart in my right hand
like a jacket.¹²

—Mongane Wally Serote

Fig. 34 Mongane Wally Serote, (1974), ‘Death Survey,’ in Tsetlo, Johannesburg: Ad, Donker, 48.
Creating an urban environment which better reflects their histories, memories, culture and desires for the future.

Though the new train line is an above ground architectural catalyst, it also works to disrupt the physical experience of the existing ground level conditions. Because the above ground train line is meant to contradict and cut across the existing landscape, it draws attention to these existing conditions. As the train line passes over existing infrastructure in the city such as a road or highway that previously served to isolate part of the urban fabric, it creates a new material condition on the surface of the ground. This alteration is created by cutting into the existing landscape, and replacing it with a new material which creates a visual, sonic and physical impact on those come into contact with it both visually and sensorily. By doing so, the new line challenges the current hierarchy and power imbalance in the urban landscape by connecting these residents as visible, equal and vital participants in the creation of the city fabric. Through this notion, the train line acts as a catalyst to give residents the choice and opportunity to redefine various spaces in the city, creating an urban environment which better reflects their histories, memories, culture and desires for the future.

To restore the agency of mobility, this project features an above ground train line at the urban scale of the city, extending from District Six to the townships. The train line acts as a suturing device, by stitching a new, visible path atop the landscape which defies the current existing physical conditions of the urban environment such as the infrastructures of the ground level train, roads and highways, land buffer zones and town planning strategies. While these existing ground-level infrastructures have largely wrapped the townships, creating physical, economic and social barriers to mobility, the new, above ground line instead cuts across these existing conditions into the townships. By doing so, the new line challenges the current hierarchy and power imbalance in the urban landscape by connecting these residents as visible, equal and vital participants in the creation of the city fabric. Through this notion, the train line acts as a catalyst to give residents the choice and opportunity to redefine various spaces in the city,
Fig. 35 Conceptual physical model depicting the train line through the use of wood, gel wax, printed acetate, clay, sewing pins and thread.
Threads are stitched to represent the activated spaces and connecting pathways around the needles. The activated zones affect and contradict the existing logic of the urban environment.
Fig. 37 The train line as depicted by threads and acupuncture points in the landscape.
experienced and moved through by many types of people in various ways.

As the above ground train line moves into the townships it creates an active dialogue with the ground condition through a series of intensified acupuncture ‘needles.’ These needles exist as both structural elements of the main train line and as infrastructural points in the landscape. The needles engage the township residents, creating spaces of mobility, opportunity and appropriation, and therefore act as architectural catalysts. For example, the needles work to collect water and generate electricity as well as provide a community amenity for public space and gardens, giving the residents an infrastructural framework. Each activation point is also connected via a small canal system which, similar to the train line, cuts through the landscape creating new paths and material conditions, contradicting and positing new understandings of the existing environment. Through these architectural catalysts, the residents are then able to adapt and shape the spaces, and begin to frame and choose how they move and connect within them. This condition creates a space that is always in constant transition as it can be shaped at will according to the personal need, meaning or emotional drive of the individual residents. By instilling the agency of mobility, choice and interaction, the urban environment becomes a more complex space of engagement, designed with a sense of conditioned openness—a type of interactive space with a designed framework. The result is an augmented urban fabric which greater represents and is produced by the residents.
Fig. 38 Video Still, the train moves across the urban environment affecting the spaces below. Please watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEfqDl0TRmg&t=4s
Fig. 39 Video Still, threads pass through acupuncture points, digitally transferring messages through the landscape.

And the voices whispered, 'They have done this terrible thing to you, to all of you. Go and see. They have taken your past away.'
Fig. 40 Video Still, the train arrives at the train station, bringing data to upload to the fabric.
Location Fires\textsuperscript{1}
Beneath my eyelids
the landscape is heavy
the people are buried in ground-clinging shapes of houses

From Langa to Nyanga\textsuperscript{2}
the fires are hidden
the landscape is flattened
frightened and silenced

Where are the fires
for me to believe in
where are the tongues of flame
to lick and conquer the dark

In answer the black body
of the sky rears up
loud with roaring
voices of the stars

The stars tonight
are blue backyard fires
studding the black
location of the sky\textsuperscript{3}

-Jennifer Davids
Restoring Voice

To restore the agency of voice, this project reimagines the train station as a central community catalyst for the creation and production of knowledge, history, tradition, culture and possible future narratives. The reimagining of the train station begins with the production of a tapestry that floats above the station platform. This tapestry is generated by the voices of the people, visually represented through individual threads. These threads feed in the air from both the giant needles on the train line and in the landscape towards the stations, continuously generating the fabric. The way in which the tapestry is created speaks to the agency of voice as data is created and collected from individual experiences of the residents to activate the threads and produce the visual nature of the tapestry. The tapestry itself is composed of loosely layered threads which are made up of text and images. At times the fabric densifies, while at other times it remains sparse. This variation in the fabric creates opportunity for sunlight to cast through, creating shadows of the text, images and threads on the train, platforms and surrounding landscape. In this sense, the shadows symbolically imprint themselves on the existing urban conditions, creating a new layer of meaning and understanding of space within the township. Each individual who participates is represented, and their combined threads form a tapestry which is visible in the landscape as a marker of community identity. Through the creation of a community generated tapestry, the residents are able to constantly reconstruct the imagination, giving their own interpretation and critique of form, space, land, history and the future.

The framework of the tapestry serves as a catalyst for the creation of spaces within the train station. Instead of serving as a place to simply board and disembark from the train, the station takes on multiple platform levels, providing space for potential educational, cultural and recreational activities. Similarly, the ground around the station is activated with giant needles, which provide an amenity for public green space. The platforms are not
Fig. 42 Past residents of District Six play games in the activated zones of the townships.
Fig. 43 Physical model depicting the residents in one of the activated sites.
over-determined spaces and give agency to the residents to adapt, alter and create spaces which suit their needs and desires. In order to give shape to these spaces, the threads from the tapestry touch down to the platforms at various points, helping to define the space use. As the strings intersect, their ephemeral nature brings life to these spaces, creating a play of light and shadows on the surfaces. The residents are able to touch and manipulate the strings, and exist within the space of the tapestry. Within these spaces, residents physically exchange experiences and stories, skills, language, music and engage in sport and recreation. This architectural catalyst serves as a community anchor and hub in which the train station is both physically and socially transformed into a space where the agency of voice is both represented, created and lived.

Fig. 44 Children play below the acupuncture needles.
Fig. 45 Video Still, needles collect water for the community on the activated site as it rains. Please watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0IxAQfOMrE
Fig. 46 Water drains from the dense threads into a basin as the needle head moves upwards.
Fig. 47 Growing food under the fabric canopy on one of the activated sites in Langa Township.
Fig. 48 Residents of Langa Township play games and music on one of the activated sites.
‘They have done this terrible thing to you, to all of you. Go and see. They have taken your past away.’
So I went to see.

-Richard Rive
To restore the agency of view, this project focuses on the reimagination of a train car as a mobile vessel and low rent facility for offices, public services and vendors. Traditionally, the city center has been understood as a place which acts as both a resource center for access to medical, law, monetary and counselling services and as a cultural center with access to the best history, entertainment, art, food and culture. However, the current township condition is one which alienates people from the city center. The proposed train car instead works to challenge perceived notions of the city center, creating an alternative mobile ‘center.’ The double height of the train car provides space for both public and private uses, creating a condition in which residents do not have to access the ‘fixed’ city center for these basic goods and services. The act of the decentralization of the city center via the train car works to bring forth and challenge the hierarchies of the existing urban fabric. By contradicting the existing conditions, the train car breaks apart the existing social and physical understandings that some spaces are more important than others.

To give the agency of view back to the residents of the townships, the train car serves as a vessel in which people can actively participate in the creation of the train’s culture. While the focus of the train is in restoring the agency to these residents, there is also an important factor in connecting them with people from different parts of the city so that everyone has the opportunity to come together to learn, create and participate in its creation. Acting as a type of public ‘street,’ the physical form and use of the train becomes an expression of the way of life of the many who use it, instead of a select few. As the residents of the townships and the other members of the city use the train it takes on the cultural complexity of view that was erased from District Six and the townships. In current form, this cultural complexity includes the creation of new types of spaces to house offices, workspaces, recreational activities, a market and seating. Users of the train, through their active participation work to define what the spaces of the train
Fig. 50 Conceptual collage for the train. Parts of the train are deconstructed to imagine the possibility of new potential uses.
Fig. 51 Early model, strings move through the different time periods of District Six, visualizing what was erased from the site.
will look like and how they will be used.

The inclusion of public programming on the train also has economic benefits for the residents of the townships. By including rentable space for offices and various services, the rental payments can work to offset ticket prices. In addition, with the constant occupation of people on the train due to the daily use of offices and businesses, general safety will no longer be a concern as citizens will always be present to self-monitor and upkeep the community environment of the train.

Overall, the train car works to restore the agency of view by acting as a catalyst in which residents can create the spaces of meaning that were lost to them. Their way of seeing and understanding impacts the visual environment of the train, but the train also has the capacity to impact their identity, creating a new and more positive expression of self and of home. By creating this new ‘view’ the residents act to defy the existing conditions of the urban environment that worked to alienate them. Instead, they are able to look both inside the train and outside its windows to a landscape that is a physical reflection and conception of themselves.

Fig. 52 Over time the site was erased, leaving few remnants of the past urban environment.
Fig. 53 The train car, conceptually represented through the past, present and imagined future. Please watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JIRay2Cqqs
Fig. 54 Threads and shadows show the erasure of elements of view over time.
Fig. 55 Passengers ride the train and look outside to the constantly transforming landscape.
Shadows cast conceptually represent the passengers imprinting themselves on the landscape and creating a new future.
This was a sad day for me, very strange, but true. They were facing the sea, the harbour, and when I tiptoed behind them, they all turned around. This was absolutely amazing. I actually cried. As if they wanted to ask me, ‘Where is our home?’ If that was a pigeon, imagine how we felt as human beings when they moved us out of our homes. But I always say, we don’t even hate them. We forgive them for what they did to us.

-Noor Ibrahim
Fig. 58 Video Still, the new fabric over the original site of District Six.
Agency and the Future of District Six

At the end of the final chapter in Nic Coetzer’s book “Building Apartheid: On Architecture and Order in Imperial Cape Town” he writes, “Perhaps the next time architecture is made to speak it will speak not for the generic but for the particular, not for the a priori but for the unknown, not for something other than itself but simply for itself. For it is when architecture engages in an open-ended dialogue with the particularities of individuals, site, context, form, space, material and light that it pulls people close and also lets them be.” This statement provides great context for what this project has attempted to encapsulate, as well as what the hope is for the future of District Six. The exploration of agency in this architectural project has been one that has attempted to make an argument for architecture that does not posit ‘solutions’ with a fixed ideology of understanding and knowing a place and its people. Rather, architecture within the context of agency should speak to the many particularities of individuals and the places they come from. But most importantly, it should work as a catalyst for agency, allowing every individual the opportunity and choice to manipulate, change, determine and contribute to creating the fabric of the urban environment.

The site of District Six has not been an easy place to confront with its multiple layers of understanding and often contradictory viewpoints on what the future of this complex urban environment should be. With the complex political situation and many voices at play, architecture and urban design alone are not capable of providing a solution to the problem. Architecture can however, posit new understandings and provide critical introspection of District Six when thinking about the possibilities for the future.

The New Fabric

This project imagines a future for District Six in which agency is restored through the visualization of a tapestry that covers the extents of the site. Through
time the tapestry will grow, with strings constantly being fed from the townships to a final station on the original site. From the station, the threads are fed in the air to needles placed in the landscape on the sites of past residences. Over time the strings collect, become layered and grow, covering the ground of District Six. Between the fabric in the sky and the existing conditions of the ground, strings hang down, touching the landscape. Both the strings and needles work together to create points and paths of activation, creating enlivened spaces with water, greenery, light and people. The fabric stands in the sky, a marker of the people of District Six and their rightful place within the city. Embedded within this fabric is a hope for a future which sees these past residents and their next generation return to the space of District Six; a final act of agency.
Fig. 59 The clay site model with the new District Six fabric.
The new fabric depicts a form which is a representation of the past, present and future.
Fig. 61 Threads connect the above and below spaces of the urban fabric.
Fig. 62 Activated spaces are a reflection of the old fabric and the new.
District Six had a soul. Its centre held together till it was torn apart. Stained and tarnished as it was, it had a soul that held together.

-Richard Rive
Chapter Six
Epilogue: A Personal Story

Fig. 64 Notes taken from a lecture with Tony Elvin while visiting Ikhaya Le Langa in 2019.
In February 2019 I embarked on a 2 month long trip with 10 of my classmates to visit Cape Town, South Africa as part of a directed study abroad. While there, we had the opportunity to visit Langa Township, where we collaborated on a community project with the non-profit organization Ikhaya le Langa. Within the span of a week we had come up with three proposals for a space on the site which would help facilitate the director Tony Elvin’s vision for a community marketplace. To get to know the site and township better, Tony and some of the local boys who worked at Ikhaya le Langa took us on a walking tour of Langa Quarter. Prior to this tour we had already formulated many conceptions of the township just based on our drive from the Cape Town city center suburb of Gardens each day to the township on the outskirts of the city. Sometimes our uber drivers would cancel on us last minute when they realized where they were taking us, and many told us that they would only drive into the township if the drop off point was on the
outskirts of the township, so that they could exit the area as quickly as possible. We also found our Uber ratings quickly deteriorating as many drivers were not impressed they had to either drop us off or pick us up from that location. Once there, we were warned, “Go inside the gate quickly, I will wait here until you are safe,” and “Don’t even take your cell phones out of your bags when standing on the street.” It seemed that the to be safe in Langa required one to be surrounded by physical barriers and security fencing.

When we finally began our tour and started to make our way further into the township it was not surprising to see the run down homes, informal settlements, litter and garbage strewn about on the roads. Tony pointed out spaces where children played that were fenced and covered in razor wire; it seemed a strange contradiction.

But then came the parts of the tour that did surprise me, and I really had to question my own biases when thinking about what this township was. Even

![Fig. 67 Razor gate where children play in Langa Township. Personal photo.](image)
though I was experiencing its physical state and aware of its spoken reputation, there were also small moments of agency that were breaking from the narrative of these histories and stereotypes. There were children using the street as a place to play together, artwork on the walls depicting the beauty of the community and small restaurants and businesses run by families out of their homes.

When we arrived back at Ikhaya le Langa, Tony told us more about the young boys who worked with him on the site. By employing them to help upkeep the building, as well as run some of the businesses on the site, Tony felt as if it helped to instill in them a sense of pride in themselves and their community. He explained that people in the townships more often than not grow up having low self-worth based on the prevailing belief of the township as a derelict part of the larger city.

Hearing this story and taking the tour that day, I began to think more about the potential of architecture and its ability to provide space that facilitates agency.
Agency does not always entail the action of some grand, heroic deed, but rather is often composed of small actions, which over time have far reaching affects for people and communities. Langa and many other townships experience immense hardship in terms of access to economic opportunity, infrastructure and other basic services which have left people and their communities in a continuous cycle of poverty and have contributed to their negative portrayal.

For the project we constructed during our studies, and for this current theoretical proposal for District Six, it seems to me highly significant to understand the potential of architecture to act as a symbol of worth and pride in a community and as a tool to give people the agency to pursue economic opportunity, a better standard of living and the ability to decide how they would like to portray themselves as individuals and as a community.
Chapter Seven

Afterword: ‘A Story from Away’

Fig. 70 Creating the ‘story from away.’
it is a position with a high level of responsibility; responsibility to be sensitive, to understand, to be critical and to tell a story about a place through the best medium possible. In my case, architecture was the lens I chose to better understand and tell this story about Cape Town. Because this thesis has always been about agency, it was always very important to me that throughout the creation of this story that I acknowledge the people and sources that I was using as the real agents of mobility, voice and view, even when this required acts of interpretation. By doing so, it has never been my intention to speak for them, but rather with them.

The dreamlike and magical quality of the representation of this story works to bring out the underlying theme of this project which is the critique of fixed forms of understanding and knowledge. By using palimpsest and animation, the world of this thesis is portrayed as a space that is in constant continuation. Multiple stories and multiple points of view are woven together, connecting and transcending time, space and place to imagine an architecture and a story that

---

Afterword: ‘A Story from Away’

During my thesis defense on April 16 2020, two possible narratives were brought up with which to consider framing my project. The first involved framing my thesis as a proposal for a speculative architecture with real world potential, while the other argued that my project was more of a ‘story from away.’ Looking back on the project and analyzing the feedback, I believe framing the project as a ‘story from away’ can help to further shed light on the intent of this thesis.

But, what does it mean to tell a story from away? To me, telling a story from away began with the acknowledgement of my place as an outsider to the context of this story. As an outsider, I will never have the same experiences, understanding or knowledge of Cape Town or South Africa as someone who has lived there. I don’t believe however that this should ever be a disqualifier for anyone who ever genuinely desires to better understand another place and its people. Instead,
is continuously being created, written and imagined. In this sense the story is aspirational, and argues that knowledge of a place and its people are never constant. Instead, the world is a place where multiple forms of knowledge contribute to a better understanding, creation and experience of the urban environment.

As both the outsider and author of this story, I am able to present a different way of looking at the situation of District Six, that is not necessarily beholden to the same context and point of view of a story told by someone from South Africa. Architecture becomes my storytelling tool and is used as an imaginative device to both question and pose a different way of seeing. Though this project was positioned more as an imagined architecture with themes of power and agency, I believe it still has the potential to contribute to and affect, influence and change future perceptions of District Six in the real world. Architecture thus acts as a storytelling tool to help us imagine how the world could be, and not necessarily how it is.
Fig. 71: Comparing hands with the some of the first San humans in South Africa. Stories are shared across space and time.
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